Factsheet

Collibra Privacy & Risk
for CCPA
Implement a sustainable approach
that evolves with regulatory changes
The California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) is finally here. In order
to maintain compliance, organizations need an effective and efficient
solution that brings their data and business processes in adherence
to the dynamic regulatory needs.
Collibra Privacy & Risk for CCPA provides a data privacy framework
designed specifically for CCPA, with pre-configured content like data
categories, workflows, reports, dashboards, traceability diagrams
and more. With Collibra Privacy & Risk, organizations can realize
faster time to CCPA compliance while implementing a platform that
can be easily extended to support compliance with new national and
international regulations.

Benefits
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Quick ROI

Operationalize privacy policies

Utilize out of the box templates to quickly

Govern privacy policies in a centralized

get started implementing CCPA and

location. Define and document workflows,

achieve faster time to compliance

traceability diagrams and process registers

Reduce third-party data exchange risk

Optimize governance of restricted data

Track and manage third-party data

Automate mapping to data categories

exchanges to assess risks. Effectively

ensuring restricted data is effectively

document exposure to critical systems and

categorized and used for ongoing CCPA

mitigate business impact

compliance as the law evolves
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Product Highlights
Conduct assessments

Report on compliance progress

Utilize best practice assessment templates and create

View intuitive dashboards to understand the state of

bespoke assessments for purposes, such as data

CCPA compliance at a glance. Export intelligence to

protection impact or risk identification examinations

PDFs to evidence compliance to stakeholders

Deepen visibility into data sharing agreements

View traceability diagrams

Get on top of data sharing agreements and data sales to

Visualize compliance risk, where data is exchanged

third parties, including contracts and service

between systems and how workflows are impacted by

level agreements

the movement of data

If you are interested in learning more, please visit our website and request a
demo at collibra.com/request-a-demo.

For additional questions,
contact us at:

United States

United Kingdom

All other locations

By email

+1 646 893 3042

+44 203 695 6965

+32 2 894 79 60

info@collibra.com

